ABSTRACT A regional climate model driven by reanalyzed atmospheric forcing is used to investigate 1) the large-scale circulation anomalies that were driven by sea surface temperatures (SSTs), which resulted in extreme rainfall anomalies during January-May 1983 (dry) and 1985 (wet) in tropical South America; 2) the effects of vegetation and soil moisture in the interior Amazon basin on regional circulations, moisture transport, and rainfall; and 3) the sensitivity of regional model results to domain size. Seasonal integrations demonstrated that by prescribing observed SSTs and applying reanalyses-derived forcing along the boundaries of the control domain, the regional climate model (RegCM) was able to simulate the dramatically different large-scale circulations in the two years, as well as the resulting rainfall differences. Thus, the large-scale forcing apparently has a first-order effect on the region. The regional model shows reduced rainfall in the western Amazon compared with observed estimates that are associated with weak low-level moisture transport from the Atlantic. The sensitivity experiments to surface forcing in the Amazon, employing a large (10.8 ϫ 10 7 km 2 ) and a small (5.7 ϫ 10 7 km 2 ) domain, show that both simulation and sensitivity are a function of domain size in the Tropics. However, the spatial scales and hence the domains required are larger in the Tropics than in the midlatitudes. The perturbations employed in this study influence the large-scale tropical circulation. This feedback is damped by the lateral boundary conditions of the control (smaller) domain.
Introduction
In the first phase of a methodology to test a nested modeling system for South America a regional climate model (RegCM) is driven by reanalyses boundary forcing in a series of sensitivity studies focused on warm season rains.
Tropical South America is characterized by steep topographic and rainfall gradients. The northeastern region of Brazil is semiarid with a single season from February to May that provides 70% of the annual rains. Forty percent of the population is dependent on rainfed agriculture for livelihood and thus is highly vulnerable to drought. This region experiences large variations in year-to-year rainfall but is also a region with high predictability, due to the association of rainfall with the southward migration of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The interannual rainfall variations have demonstrated relationships with both the Pacific and Atlantic basins. Early this century Sir Gilbert Walker related seasonal rainfall to the Southern Oscillation (SO; Walker 1928) . A number of studies (Hastenrath and Heller 1977; Ropelewski and Halpert 1987; Acei-tuno 1988) have discussed a mechanism wherein the Walker circulation shifts eastward during an El Niño event due to anomalously warm sea surface temperatures in the central and eastern Pacific Ocean, and results in subsidence over the equatorial South American continent. The subsiding air inhibits convection and prevents the migration of the ITCZ into the region. Rainfall variations are more often related to the proximate Atlantic Ocean when off-equatorial SST anomalies (i.e., warm to the north, cold to the south) inhibit the southward migration of the ITCZ during the late austral summer (Moura and Shukla 1981; Hastenrath and Heller 1977; Wallace et al. 1998) . Southeastern South America includes the agricultural, economic, and population centers of the continent. This region also exhibits rainfall variability associated with ENSO and variations in the South Atlantic convergence zone (SACZ; Ropelewski and Halpert 1987; Grimm et al. 1998) . The Amazon basin is considered to be an important source of moisture for this region, particularly in northern Argentina. While the eastern Amazon basin rainfall appears to be related to Pacific variability in the austral spring (Liebmann and Marengo 2001; Uvo et al. 1998) , rainfall in the interior Amazon region is unrelated to either ocean basin (Enfield 1996) . Fu et al. (2001) have speculated that the interior Amazon region might be more sensitive to local processes. Early seasonal predictions using SO-related predictors (Walker 1928) and several recent successes employed statistical methods (Hastenrath 1990; Ward et al. 1991) . Graham (1994) demonstrated the skill of a GCM prediction for Nordeste using persisted SST, and Bengtsson et al. (1993) proposed the use of a two-tiered method wherein equatorial SST is predicted and used to force an atmospheric GCM to produce seasonal forecasts. This method has been further refined and implemented by Mason et al. (1999) using three different GCMs all of which exhibit significant anomaly correlation skill in tropical South America, particularly northeastern Brazil.
The horizontal resolution of the GCMs employed in these experimental forecasting methodologies remains approximately 2.8Њ (or roughly 250 km), which does not well resolve the Andes Mountains nor the substantial east-west gradients in rainfall observed in tropical Brazil. Regional climate models are being applied for South America to explore the potential benefits of improved resolution in simulating patterns of rainfall and capturing the synoptic and mesoscale events that create them over a season. Horel et al. (1994) employed the fourthgeneration Pennsylvania State University-National Center for Atmospheric Research (Penn State-NCAR) Mesoscale Model (MM4) and found significant problems with the early convective and boundary layer physics that resulted in excessive gridpoint storms. Using an eta coordinate regional model with idealized boundary forcing, Figueroa et al. (1995) examined the thermally driven circulation (related to the Amazon heat source) and its interaction with Andean topography in generating the SACZ. Tanajura (1996) and Berbery and Collini (2000) employed the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Eta Model to study December-January-February (DJF, hereafter a period of a few months will be referred to by the first letter of each month) and November processes, respectively, reinitializing the model every two days. Chou et al. (2000) have also used the eta model nested within the Center for Weather Forecasts and Climate Studies/Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies (CPTEC/COLA) GCM to perform a one-month integration for initial evaluation of the nested model. These studies have focused on simulation of processes and associated rainfall, still, a number of important questions have yet to be examined related to the use of regional climate models for such studies. For example, the sensitivity of model results to domain size and location of boundary forcing is a critical issue in the midlatitudes (Jones et al. 1995; Seth and Giorgi 1998) but has been suggested, in a regional model study for the Indian monsoon, to be less critical in the Tropics (Bhaskaran et al. 1996) .
We outline here a methodology to explore the use of a RegCM (Giorgi et al. 1993a,b) in both simulation and sensitivity modes for seasonal prediction in the tropical South American region. This approach, described in Fig.  1 , examines the RegCM biases independently prior to nesting the models. In step 1, a set of RegCM simulations is performed with reanalysis-derived boundary forcing. This permits evaluation of the RegCM seasonal hindcasts or simulations directly against ''observations.'' The reanalyses, in locations of sparse data collection, are more model simulated than observed, nevertheless, there is significant value in evaluating the RegCM with two independent sets of boundary conditions (i.e., reanalyses and GCM) in order to determine sources of errors in the nested model. The experiments in step 1 are also designed to test the sensitivity of the model seasonal simulations (i) to changes in large-scale atmospheric (or remote) conditions by selecting two extreme seasons, one having below-average rainfall and another having above-average rainfall; (ii) to changes in surface forcing (e.g., local land use and soil moisture); and (iii) to changes in domain size (and the location of applied boundary forcing). The remainder of the present paper reports on these reanalyses-driven RegCM results.
In step 2 (see Fig. 1 ), an ensemble of nested model simulations is then performed for the same extreme seasons. The GCM-driven RegCM experiments are designed to (i) test the simulation quality of the model integrations (e.g., how well is the observed circulation anomaly simulated by the GCM at the boundaries of the RegCM domain, and how does the RegCM simulate the circulation within the domain?); (ii) test the sensitivity of the seasonal integrations to changes in remote forcing (e.g., are the differences between the two years well represented by the nested model as compared with the GCM and observations?); and (iii) test the sensitivity of the results to changes in domain size (e.g., the quality of the GCM forcing at the lateral boundaries, and spatial scales represented by the RegCM). A companion paper, Rojas and Seth (2003, hereafter Part II) , reports on these results. It is suggested that once the nested system performs acceptably, a nested model climatology is needed to provide a historical baseline (step 3) for seasonal predictions (step 4). Steps 3 and 4 will be reported on at a later date.
The following sections provide details on the experimental approach taken in this research including a description of the models and data used, results for the reanalysis-driven RegCM sensitivities to remote forc- ing, local forcing and domain, discussion of the unanticipated results, and conclusions.
Experimental approach
In the first step of the methodology described in Fig.  1 , NCEP-NCAR global reanalyses are employed to drive the lateral boundaries of the RegCM domains. The regional focus of this study is tropical South America with emphasis on northeast Brazil, where predictability exists and global model skill is relatively high. These are initial test-phase experiments, and there exists no RegCM climatology for the region. Hence, two years having extreme rainfall anomalies, one dry and one wet, are simulated and the differences between the two years are analyzed (in lieu of anomalies with respect to a longterm mean). The simulation period is January-May, which includes the northeast Brazil February-May rainy season, of 1983 (dry) and 1985 (wet) . Figure 2 shows the SST anomalies in the tropical oceans surrounding South America in these two years. February-May of 1983 was characterized by an ongoing and substantial warm SST anomaly through much of the central and eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean (El Niño), which shifted the Walker circulation eastward, resulting in large rainfall deficits in northeast Brazil and the eastern Amazon. The same season of 1985 experienced a moderate cold anomaly (La Niña) in the Pacific and, perhaps more importantly, conditions in the Atlantic that favored warm anomalies south of the equator and cold anomalies to the north. These conditions yielded a more southward displacement of the ITCZ for the season and large positive rainfall anomalies over the region.
Research has suggested that domain choice is critical for regional climate model studies. Seth and Giorgi (1998) showed that in midlatitudes a larger domain permits more internal model freedom, which is particularly
RegCM domains: (top) 110 ϫ 145, 60-km resolution, and (bottom) 90 ϫ 161, 100-km resolution. Model topography is contoured at 250, 500, 1000, 1500, . . . 4000 m. The western Amazon region is defined by the inserted box. important for sensitivity studies to processes within the domain. The large domain used in their study was 2.4 ϫ 10 7 km Ϫ2 , and while the large domain did not improve the seasonal rainfall simulation it did improve the model sensitivity to local forcing. This is consistent with results from Jones et al. (1995) , which show that when a domain is large enough to include the large-scale forcing (e.g., 6.5 ϫ 10 7 km Ϫ2 in their midlatitude domain) the regional model may deviate from the driving data. For subtropical domains Bhaskaran et al. (1996) showed that the large-scale forcing was outside even their largest domain (5 ϫ 10 7 km Ϫ2 ) for South Asia, thus the simulated circulation and rainfall appeared to be relatively insensitive to domain size in this region. However the only sensitivity study they performed to local SST forcing employed the smallest domain (2 ϫ 10 7 km Ϫ2 ) and, not surprisingly, very little sensitivity was found. Given these results, our control domain was chosen such that the regional model would simulate the major circulation features over the tropical South American continent with minimal interference with the boundaries. Shown in Fig.  3 (top), the domain is 5.7 ϫ 10 7 km Ϫ2 with a horizontal resolution of 60 km.
The numerical experiments performed for this study, described in Table 1 , focus on three sensitivities. First, control simulations are performed for JFMAM 1983 (RCONT83) and 1985 (RCONT85) to examine the influence of large-scale (or remote) forcing by Atlantic and Pacific Ocean SSTs and related circulation features prescribed at the boundaries of the model domain on simulated seasonal rainfall. These simulations allow for direct comparison with reanalyses circulation fields and observed rainfall for the periods in order to diagnose model errors. A comparison of the two years demonstrates whether the model is capable of simulating the interannual differences in circulation, moisture transport, and rainfall. Enfield (1996) has noted that western Amazon rainfall is relatively insensitive to interannual SST variations, while Fu et al. (2001) suspect that this region may be more sensitive to local forcing. In order to test the sensitivity of the regional circulation and rainfall to local forcing, a second experiment is performed for the 1983 period (AMZN83) wherein the region defined by the box in Fig. 3 is degraded to a ''dry'' grassland (albedo ϭ 0.08, roughness length ϭ 0.1, soil moisture fraction ϭ 0.1 fixed) with fixed soil moisture for the duration of the simulation from tropical forest (albedo ϭ 0.04, roughness length ϭ 0.2, initial soil moisture fraction ϭ 0.45 interactive). A comparative analysis of RCONT83 and AMZN83 will describe the sensitivity of simulated circulation and rainfall to local surface forcing within the Amazon region on this seasonal timescale.
The third set of experiments are designed to test the sensitivity of the above results to domain choice. A larger domain, which includes the eastern Pacific and much of the Atlantic Oceans (see Fig. 3 , bottom) is defined to be 10.8 ϫ 10 7 km Ϫ2 . Due to computational constraints the horizontal resolution was reduced to 100 km. Two simulations were performed with this domain, a standard RegCM run for JFM 1983 (DOM83) and a sensitivity run with degraded grassland in the Amazon region (DOMAMZN83). Because the resolution was reduced, the control experiments were repeated with the smaller domain at 100-km resolution (RES83 and RE-SAMZN83). With these integrations the effect of the resolution change from 60 to 100 km can be analyzed (RES83-RCONT83), the effects of domain size can be evaluated (DOM83-RES83), and the effects of domain size on the sensitivity to local forcing are addressed (RESAMZN83-RES83 vs DOMAMZN83-DOM83).
a. Model description
The RegCM (Giorgi et al. 1993a,b ) is a limited-area model whose dynamical component is essentially that of the MM4. The model is hydrostatic, compressible, based on primitive equations, and employs a terrainfollowing -vertical coordinate. Sigma is defined ϭ (p Ϫ p top )/(p s Ϫ p top ), where p is pressure, p top is pressure at the uppermost model level, and p s is surface pressure. The model includes parameterizations of surface, boundary layer, and moist processes that account for the physical exchanges between the land surface, the boundary layer, and the free atmosphere. Because the RegCM is designed for long-term climate integrations at relatively high horizontal resolution, a compromise is made with the vertical resolution. The RegCM standard vertical resolution employed is 14 levels with relatively higher resolution (about 5 levels) within the planetary boundary layer (below 800 mb). A vertical interpolation is performed to account for differences in vertical resolution and topography between the RegCM and the driving fields. The model top is defined at 80 mb. A brief description of the surface, boundary layer, and convective parameterizations is presented here, which is sufficient for our analysis and later discussion. Further details are available in the references.
The bottom boundary is composed of land and ocean in the regional model domain. Surface-atmosphere exchange fluxes are computed using the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS; Dickinson et al. 1993) . BATS is a quasi-one-dimensional surface physics/soil hydrology model that consists of a vegetation layer, three soil layers for moisture, and two soil layers for temperature. Each atmospheric model grid point is specified with characteristics for a single vegetation and soil class. Air temperature, humidity, pressure, winds, radiation, and precipitation are provided by the atmospheric model to BATS at each domain grid point. For grid points designated as land, BATS computes surface radiative, sensible and latent heat, momentum fluxes, and surface temperature based on the assigned vegetation and soil parameters.
The exchange between the atmosphere and ocean is also computed by BATS, with sea surface temperatures interpolated between monthly mean values and specified from the Reynolds (1988) SST dataset.
Resolvable-scale precipitation is treated with a simplified version of the explicit moisture scheme of Hsie et al. (1984) , as described by Giorgi and Marinucci (1996) . This scheme includes only an equation for cloud water, which is formed when supersaturation is attained at a given model level. It is then advected and can be reevaporated, or converted into rainwater. Rainwater is immediately precipitated out. The cloud properties provided by this scheme (cloud water and fractional cover) are used for cloud-radiation computations. For convective precipitation, the scheme developed by Grell (1993) is employed. In this scheme, clouds are defined as two steady-state circulations consisting of an updraft and a downdraft with no mixing between cloudy air and environmental air except at the cloud top and base. The scheme employs a stability-based closure, which states that cumulus clouds remove the available buoyant energy in a given timescale.
The RegCM requires initialization of model prognostic variables (u, , T, q, p s , and T s ) at each horizontal model grid point and, excluding surface pressure (p s ) and surface temperature (T s ), at each model level. In addition, because the domain is of a limited area (not global), the lateral boundaries of the domain require forcing of the model prognostic variables by applied external conditions, which is interpolated between 6-hourly intervals. The external conditions are prescribed using 6-hourly NCEP-NCAR global analyses, interpolated spatially to the model grid and temporally to the model time step. A weighting function, equal to one at the boundaries, decreases exponentially inward. The number of grid points affected depends on the size of the domain, and in this study the buffer zone consists of 14 grid points.
b. Data
Large-scale atmospheric fields, employed both to diagnose the observed seasonal circulations and to initialize and drive the lateral boundaries of the regional model domain, were provided by the NCEP-NCAR 40-Year Reanalyses Project (Kalnay et al. 1996) . Model precipitation is compared with the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP). These global monthly precipitation fields are on a 2.5Њ ϫ 2.5Њ grid and were obtained by merging gauges and satellite estimates (Xie and Arkin 1996, hereafter XA) . A second, higher-resolution gridded monthly precipitation dataset (0.5Њ) based on station data from 1901 to 1996 (New et al. 2000 ) is employed to further verify model rainfall over land.
Results

a. Remote forcing
The rainfall mechanisms associated with the very different SST anomalies in 1983 and 1985 were outlined in the previous section, and are related to shifts in the Walker and Hadley circulations, respectively. We present the circulation, rainfall, and moisture transport from the model control simulations (RCONT83, RCONT85), observations (reanalyses) for the two years, and the differences between the two years. The difference between the 1983 and 1985 circulations indicate the lack of a significant Bolivian anticyclone in 1983 and its enhancement in 1985. The anomalously warm SSTs and enhanced convection in the eastern trop-ical Pacific resulted in an eastward shift of the Walker circulation such that the subsiding branch occurred over the eastern equatorial South American continent. The middle panels, 1985, show a relatively strong anticyclone centered over Bolivia, with convergence in the eastern equatorial Pacific (marking the subsiding branch of the Walker circulation) and divergence over northeastern Brazil and the equatorial Atlantic in the region of the ITCZ. The RegCM well reproduces these winds in both years, as reflected by the differences (1985 minus 1983) given in the bottom panels, which also show the regions of enhanced convergence (dark shading) and divergence (light shading).
FMAM low-level (850 mb) winds are given in Fig.  5 from reanalyses (left column) and RegCM (right column). The reanalyses show a southeasterly flow in the southern equatorial Atlantic and weaker northeasterlies entering the continent in 1983 (top) which resulted in surface divergence over northeast Brazil and maintained a mean northward position of the ITCZ. In 1985 (middle) the equatorial Atlantic flow is northeasterly, and consistent with the cold anomaly north of the equator (high pressure) and warm anomaly south of the equator (low pressure), locates the ITCZ farther to the south. The 1985 minus 1983 difference maps (bottom) show both the vector wind differences and the associated convergence/divergence (dark/light shading, respectively). The increased low-level convergence in the Amazon and northeastern regions is clearly seen in the difference, 1985 minus 1983. It is also apparent that the flow from the Amazon to the southeast was stronger in 1983 than in 1985. The RegCM (right column) captures the major features seen in the reanalyses, with some notable differences. The low-level winds are slightly weaker in the western Amazon basin, and the difference between the two years show reduced amplitudes in that area.
FMAM 1983 rainfall (left column) and the difference between FMAM 1985 and FMAM 1983 (right column) are given in Fig. 6 . The top panels show observational estimates from the global 0.5Њ University of East Anglia (UEA) data and middle panels show the global 2.5Њ merged analysis from XA. Despite the difference in resolution the two observational estimates are similar over the continent (perhaps due to the low station density in the area). Regions of maximum rainfall are located over the French Guyana coast, the western Amazon, over Paraguay, while the northeastern region of Brazil is relatively dry in 1983. The merged analysis shows a mean seasonal location of the ITCZ at 5ЊN, while rainfall in the east Pacific and coastal Peru is substantial given the El Niño conditions. The difference between the two years shows the dramatically wetter conditions over the northeast in 1985 relative to 1983 in both observed estimates, and the merged analysis demonstrates a southward shift in the ITCZ in 1985 with a FMAM mean location nearer the equator.
The RegCM-simulated rainfall is given in the bottom panels of Fig. 6 . In 1983 the model locates the ITCZ well, and captures some of the rainfall maxima in the western Amazon and the southeast. The model also simulates the dry conditions in the northeastern region. The Amazon region rainfall appears to be deficient in both years. Nevertheless, the simulated difference (1985 minus 1983) captures the southward shift in the ITCZ in 1985 and the relatively dry conditions in the eastern Pacific Ocean.
The vertically integrated moisture transport (VIMT) provides a means of understanding the import and export of moisture into the Amazon region. Figure 7 shows the VIMT computed from reanalyses (left column) and from RegCM (right column). In this figure the vectors represent the total field and the shading shows only the meridional component. In 1983 (top panels) the reanalyses shows somewhat weaker transport into the northwestern Amazon from the Atlantic, consistent with the weaker northeast trade winds. The stronger outflow from the Amazon toward the southeast is consistent with increased subsidence in the Amazon in 1983 compared with 1985 (middle panels). The RegCM VIMT follows this general pattern although its Amazon inflow is weaker than that of the reanalyses in both years and its Amazon outflow is more northerly, hugging the eastern flank of the Andes, than northwesterly as seen in the reanalyses. This weaker inflow of moisture is consistent with the reduced rainfall seen in this region. The difference between the two years, given in the bottom panels, shows more transport into and less transport out of the Amazon in 1985 relative to 1983. The RegCM produces this somewhat weakly. Also to be noted is the enhanced southeastward transport in the region of the Atlantic ITCZ in 1985 highlighting the effect of reduced southeast trade winds on moisture transport at the equator that is also reproduced by the RegCM.
In summary, by prescribing observed SSTs and applying reanalyses-derived forcing along the boundaries of the domain, the RegCM is able to simulate the dramatically different large-scale conditions in these two years and the associated rainfall differences. Thus, the large-scale forcing is apparently the first-order effect on the region.
b. Local forcing
The fact that rainfall in the western Amazon region is relatively unaffected in these two years, and the suggestion that this region might be more sensitive to local surface forcing, has led us to explore this question with sensitivity experiments. This is essentially a deforestation experiment with the purpose of understanding the influence of western Amazon surface forcing on local rainfall and on moisture transports into and out of the region. Our methodology requires testing this sensitivity in both the present domain and a larger one (see next section) in order to understand the constraints placed by the boundary conditions. The AMZN83 experiment is run with the Amazon (box given in Fig. 3 to grassland with fixed soil moisture for the duration of the simulation. The analysis focuses on JFM, which is the period of most extensive rains across the region. Figure 8 presents the circulation, rainfall and moisture transport results from these experiments (RCONT83 and AMZN83). The 850-mb wind differences (top right) show very clearly that the effect of replacing the forest with grassland induces a low-level anticyclone over the region. This is consistent with increased subsidence and reduced convection. The anticyclone induces northward Xie and Arkin (1996) and (bottom) the RegCM. moisture transport to the east and southeast of the region and southward moisture transport on the western flank of the circulation (bottom right). The result is increased moisture convergence in the region of the ITCZ at 5ЊN, yielding enhanced rainfall, and divergence in the southeast, yielding reduced rainfall (bottom left). There is some hint of increased rainfall in southern Brazil due to the enhanced southward moisture transport from the VOLUME 16 western Amazon. Also notable is the lack of substantial rainfall difference within the deforested region; there is weak drying in the north and central areas. This is a simple sensitivity study with idealized and potent forcing, and is not intended to be conclusive. Still, the results could have implications for the effects of Amazon deforestation on downstream populations, as they show a coherent relationship between the Amazon region and the SACZ. However, sources of uncertainty are important and must be considered when interpreting these results. For instance, Giorgi and Bi (2000) showed that the internal variability of the RegCM can lead to differences as large as those resulting from soil moisture in a subtropical domain. While the model internal variability is addressed in Part II of the study, we examine in the next section the uncertainty related to domain choice and its effects on model sensitivity, both to the remote forcing and to the local forcing.
c. Domain effects
Domain tests are required to understand how the model simulation responds to changes in location of lateral boundaries and size of domain, and also how model sensitivity responds to such changes. The initial choice of domain is already large by the standard used in midlatitudes. However, because the circulation systems associated with the anomalies (Walker and Hadley) have very large spatial scales, the sensitivity study employs a domain that includes the full tropical Atlantic basin and extends into the central Pacific Ocean, where much of the large-scale forcing during the 1983 El Niño originates. Recall that this domain employs a horizontal
resolution of 100 km and hence, an intermediate set of experiments are first performed to test the sensitivity of the previous results to model resolution. Figure 9 presents analyses similar to Fig. 8 , but for simulations performed at 100-km resolution (RES83, RESAMZN83). While some differences can be seen resulting from the degradation in resolution, the sensitivity results do not change from those described in the previous section. The surface anticyclone forms over the Amazon region, and associated moisture transport and convergence results in similar rainfall differences, including a drying in the southeastern region of Brazil and increased rainfall at the mouth of the Amazon River. This result suggests that the resolution will not significantly affect the sensitivity results as we proceed to test the large domain.
The effects of the larger domain on the sensitivity to local forcing in the Amazon region is shown in Fig. 10 . This domain essentially allows the RegCM to simulate the tropical equatorial response to the SST forcing, and the land forcing that is applied in the dry case. At a glance it is clear the results are not as simple as those seen in the small domain experiments (Figs. 8 and 9 ). Rather than an anticyclone response to the surface forcing, because the boundary is not constraining the flow off the southeast coast of South America, a more complex low-level wind difference emerges. The rainfall and moisture transport are consistent with these circulation changes, but are dramatically different from the simple solution of the smaller domain.
The implication is that the effects of deforesting the Amazon have large-scale consequences which cannot be properly accounted for by the small domain in this one-way nested approach. While there is no certainty that the larger domain solution is ''correct,'' it does provide evidence that the response is not limited to local near-surface temperature and humidity differences. In both control and large domains there are effects in both the in-flow (upstream) and out-flow (downstream) regions of the Amazon. Figure 11 shows the time series of monthly rainfall in the northeast, Amazon, and southeast from observations and the RegCM for 1983 and 1985 seasons. The seasonal evolution of control model simulated (RCONT83) rainfall is quite reasonable in all regions. In the northeast the amplitude is weaker than observed in the early season, while the southeast rainfall shows somewhat overestimated rainfall during the same months. The Amazon rainfall is generally underestimated. This underestimation of rainfall in the western Amazon is seen in a number of RegCM integrations for South America, which include a multiyear integration (J. Qian 2002, personal communication) and a paleoclimate integration (S. Hostedler 2002, personal communication) . In all cases, surface winds over the western Amazon are reduced compared with the driving reanalyses. The results here show that the weaker wind speeds are associated with enhanced convergence at the land-sea boundary and increased rainfall along the coast, which, in turn, result in reduced moisture inflow to the basin. Whether this is a bias in the regional model is difficult to determine conclusively with the integrations presented here, and with the lack of data available in this remote region.
Discussion
The effect of domain size on the simulation of seasonal rainfall is shown in Fig. 12 . The sensitivity of seasonal evolution of rainfall is greater in the large domain experiments, particularly in the northeast. The most striking result is that the large domain seasonal rainfall evolution follows the observed in all regions more closely than the small domain.
Conclusions
This study presents results from a reanalyses-driven RegCM with the goal of examining three sensitivities: 1) the effects of remote (or SST) forcing and related atmospheric circulation boundary forcing on two anomalous rainy seasons in northeast Brazil; 2) the effects of local (or surface deforestation) forcing in the western Amazon region on regional moisture transport and rainfall; and 3) the effect of domain size/location of boundaries on the above results.
Seasonal integrations for JFMAM 1983 and 1985 demonstrated that by prescribing observed SSTs and applying reanalyses-derived forcing along the boundaries of the control domain, the RegCM was able to simulate the dramatically different large-scale conditions in the two years and the associated rainfall differences.
Sensitivity studies with regional models (Seth and Giorgi 1998) show that boundary constraints can significantly affect the sensitivity results in a midlatitude domain. The present results show that the same is true in the Tropics; however, the spatial scales are larger. The perturbations to the surface forcing employed within the domains of this study influence the larger-scale tropical circulation. This feedback is damped by the lateral boundary conditions of the control (smaller) domain, but is permitted in the large domain.
This result is consistent with the Jones et al. (1995) study, which shows that the regional model can deviate from its forcing fields if large-scale forcing is contained within the domain as was shown for the midlatitudes. However, Bhaskaran et al. (1996) pointed out that in the subtropics their simulation results were relatively insensitive to domain size because the large-scale forcing was outside their largest domain. While this is certainly true, their sensitivity experiment to surface forcing (SST) was performed for only the smallest domain. We have seen in the present results that feedback to large-scale tropical circulations requires a regional model domain that includes the major features of the cir- culation system being studied. Based on the present results, it is suggested the sensitivity to surface forcing in the Bhaskaran et al. (1996) results was limited by their choice of domain.
While the sensitivity experiment presented here is not conclusive, it does imply that to properly examine the issue of deforestation, a model is needed, which permits feedback to the large-scale climate system with high enough resolution to capture the regional effects of the Andes. Such effects include, for example, the transport of moisture out of the Amazon basin associated with the low-level jet. In addition to the model requirements, the proper examination of this problem will consider uncertainties associated with model internal variability, as suggested by Giorgi and Bi (2000) .
Given the limitations of this study, there is indeed evidence that the response to Amazon deforestation is not limited to local near-surface temperature and humidity differences. The recent results of Gedney and Valdez (2000) , which show a relationship between Amazon deforestation and climate over the northeast Atlantic region, further illustrate the importance of this issue. The present higher-resolution results indicate that there may be effects in both the upstream and downstream regions of the Amazon in the South American continent. The downstream regions, including the La Plata River basin and southeastern Brazil are the population and economic centers of South America and could be affected by the changes. 
